
"I COMMAND THE TULPA OF THE AEON SOPHIA, RIGDUN
LABRO, TO EXTERMINATE THE ZADS BY SUPERNATURAL
LETHAL FORCE, NEUTRALIZE THE DEVIANT MORBIDO OF THE
ANTHROPOS, AND EXPEL THE ARCHONS TOTALLY FROM THE
ATMOSPHERE OF THE EARTH."
jll - August 2014

Support the War Effort

In times of war no society, nation, or people, lives as it does in times of peace. 
People simply cannot conduct their daily affairs in the usual way, or those who 
do so, or trey to so do, show themselves to be dissociated fools or cowards, if 
not both. 

As of June 24,  the anthropos and the planetary animal mother are in full-
blown war against both the intra-species predators running the social game on 
the planet and the extraterrestrial archontic parasites who use them as proxies. 
The planet itself now comes under an hellacious assault from the archons who 
are deployed massively in the atmosphere. With Sophia's Correction underway, 
they react by a massive attack on all life but especially on the human species. 
They are not merely on the attack against humanity as usual, but they are out 
for the kill because that is the knee-jerk reaction they have to the risk they now 
face of being exterminated, eradicated permanently from any access to the 
earth  by the Aeon Sophia. 

She Arms, She Strikes

Here is the critical Kalika intel for the second and third seconds of Correction:

Between July 26 and August 10, 2014, the Aeon Sophia arms. 

Between August 10th and the 28th, she strikes, the first time. 

Then, between August 28 and the fall equinox, September 24, she strikes 



a second time.

Energetically, you can imagine "the Bhairavi strike" of summer 2014 to be 
something like the peal of a single note that does not trepidate but streams 
evenly in one unbroken tone. The planetary animal mother uses unpulsed 
telluric infrasound (UTI) to counter-attack the archontic hordes that now 
impinge upon the earth. "Unpulsed" means there are no frequency 
modulations in the pealing tone emitted from the core of the planet. 

Contrast this kind of "directed energy weapon" with the extremely rapid, 
pulsed-and-packeted shortwave frequences of the archons. Their attack comes 
in the form of wave upon wave of pulsing frequencies that resemble the long 
1-0 permutations of computer code: for instance, one pulsed and packeted 
emission from the archon horde might consist of frequency modulations on the 
order of a 0-1 analogue sequence running to, say, ten billion units. Their 
assault, now underway, consists of repeated barrages of such strung-out short-
wave blasts, directed toward the surface of the earth. 

Such frequencies are of course incomprehensible to the human mind. They are 
exponentially more massive and complex than any range of signals emitted 
from short-wave cellular network antennas. Imagine them to be something like 
the screeching of cicadas or other insects, a sound which can be heard and 
followed by human hearing, revealing a clear orchestral modulation of the 
frequencies. The archontic attack emissions hitting the earth now (summer, 
2014) are like cicada orchestrations erupting in waves but normally (fortunately) 
inaudible, and they propagate in volumes far beyond any kind of detection by 
the human senses or human-made devices.  

So much for the bad news. The good news is that these lethally maddening or 
maddeningly lethal insectoid emissions, as horrific as they are, cannot produce 
the final effects of death and madness -- the cherished goal of the archons, if 
they can be said to have a goal -- without reliance upon the man-made mesh of 
electronic pollution that now encases the planet. To be effective, these 
emissions need the  mesh of a saturation grid of short-wave frequencies 
emitted by cell-phone towers and countless other redio-emission devices. The 



sum-total of electronic radiationshas produced a kind of "electronic smog". 
This layer of electronic pollution constitutes a standing grid or static field into 
which the archontic emissions pour. Exactly as has happens with the activation 
of a "directed energy weapon," the striking force of the weapon depends on 
the medium provided for it -- a static field where "interference" can be 
achieved. Without the static field as the medium/matrix for the striking force, 
no strike can occur and the weapon cannot be directed. 

Deborah Tavares: SECRET WEAPONS FOR A SILENT WAR
On Jeff Rense: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4BNNkEc9Qs

How can a human mind conceive of such weaponry? 

The extreme frustation of the archons at this moment might be imagined like 
this: 

In the past 20-30 years since short-wave technology has gone viral, and 
especially since the advent of world-wide use of cellular phones, humanity itself 
has been working feverishly to provide the static field into which the archons 
can deploy their ultimate act of interference, and literally take out all life-forms 
on the planet. Through August, September, and October of 2014 the aliens 
make an all-out, last-ditch attempt to do just that. During these three months 
humanity on earth is facing an extremely dangerous situation, a moment of 
confrontation unparalleled in the history of the species. 

Those who would speculate or presume that it has happened before, as 
evidenced in accounts of epic battles in the Ramayana and so forth, would be 
dead wrong. This is the worst attack ever from the archontic parasites. How 
can I be so sure? Because it comes as a last-ditch reponse to Correction, and 
Correction, in case you did not get it yet, entails the total defeat of the 
archons.

To return to the sensational topic of UTI, unpulsed telluric infrasound,  recall 
again how it differs from the insectoid pulsing of the archons: the emission 



directed by the Aeon Sophia has no granular vibratory quality. It consists of 
one uniform unmodulated note, unpulsed and unpacketed. Sophia's UTI 
comes in two continuous periods in the summer of 2014; "She Arms, She 
Strikes."

SHE ARMS from July 26 to August 10 -- 
The July 26 new moon in 4 Leo (CRAB) marks the end of the Vajrayogini shift.  
The sunset crescent then becomes visible as the moon shifts through its 
apogee in 17 Leo (CRAB) and into the LION: inception of the Bhairavi shift of 
August 2014. Brace for impact. 

SHE STRIKES, first time, August 10 - 28 -
The first UTI burst extends from August 10 to August 28 , eighteen days, 
operating as one continuous emission. It may originate from Siberia, around 
the region of the newly formed magnetic north pole, which has two foci, one 
over Canada and the other over Siberia. The magnetic field of the earth is 
doubling, reproducing itself by mitosis like an amoeba/mother cell that splits 
into two daughter cells. Picture how in Siberia the UTI bores directly out of the 
earth from the methane-charged fields of melting tundra where the Aeon 
Sophia materializes her Tulpa ("The Revelation of Her Method"). 

The Tulpa is her directed energy weapon deployed within the static field or 
support field of her ultrasonic blast. This first strike is counter-offensive against 
the influx of archontic emissions. Contrasted to the second strike, which is pre-
emptive. 

SHE STRIKES  AGAIN, second time, August 25 - September 24 - 
 
The next new moon occurs on August 25 in 4 Virgo (Lion, forepart),
marking the conclusion of the Balam/Bhairavi shift. Around the time of the 
sunset crescent moon, on the 28th, there is a pause, a moment of UTI silence.  
The UTI emission coming from the Aeon Sophia ceases momentarily. It just 
abruptly stops, no tapering off, no winding down, no change in the tonal 
consistency. Then, after an indeterminite time, but a brief time, it 



recommences at full intensity without any build-up, any rising frequency of 
"Doppler effect" type modulations, and continues without let-up until 
September 24. That date marks the new moon in 2 Libra at the head of the 
VIRGIN (forehead, right between the eyes). 

This period of 30 days marks the second strike of Kali Ma, which is pre-
emptive, intended to stem and dissolve incoming dangers. Oddly, the counter-
offensive strike, August 10 - 28,  precedes the pre-emptive strike. The logic is, 
PAM frontally hits the most dangerous assault formations first, then she follows 
through with a pre-emptive strike intended to stifle any effective response to 
her first strike. 

Note carefully: new moon 4 Leo/July 26 > sunset crescent in the LION (heart, 
near Regulus), followed by the new moon in 4 Virgo/August 25 > sunset 
cresent in the LION (tail, Denebola). There are two Bhairavi shifts in 2014. 

If I read the celestial code correctly, during these two shifts the Aeon Sophia 
makes her primary offensive assault against both the extraterrestrial archon 
parasites and their dominant human proxies, the Zads and their minions, the 
globalist psychopaths. However, she needs the command of human witnesses 
to strike against the Zads. Hence the command addressed to her Tulpa.

August, September, and October 2014 life on earth undergoes an extremely 
and exceptionally dangerous passage. The look of the war ought to be clear by 
the fall equinox, but through October the danger remains high and there is 
bound to be continuing slaughter and mayhem. Into November, when the 
fumes over the cremation ground clear, will it be possible to assess the 
damage done and the ground won by the Wisdom Goddess to protect the 
Anthropos. 

The Hindu Kalika term "cremation ground" is a metaphor and does not 
necessarily denote nuclear war, although it might. That event may not and 
ought not be predicted. What is certain, however, is that the intervention of 
the Planetary Animal Mother only becomes manifest within the most 
catastrophic event conceivable, as it happens. The two events, ultimate 



catastrophe and her intervention, are simultaneous. 

What humanity comes to realize about the supernatural presence of the earth 
can only be revealed in that catastrophic moment, not before or after. Such is 
my instruction. 

'WHAT IS TO BE DONE?"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/What_Is_to_Be_Done%3F_%28novel%29

Timetable

July 2014

1 Apogee stalls - until September 24, Fall Equinox

15  mars in 24 Libra with N lunar node / spora - silex alignment

26 New moon 4 Leo: Crab, end of VY shift
saturn SD 17 Scorpio
uranus SR 17 Aries : P jupiter

27 Begin first Bhairavi shift (-> August 25, second Bhairavi shift)

26/27 (-> Aug 10) SHE ARMS

28 Lunar A 19 Leo / jupiter 3 Leo [Jup transit natal mars jll]

TRIGGER: A 19 Leo --> P 118 Aquarius [Aug 10\ SQUARE saturn in SD

August

10 Lunar P 18 Aquarius: MAHAKALI

10/11 SHE STRIKES - UTI emission



25 mars - saturn 18 Scorpio

24 Lunar apogee 17 Leo in STALL / jupiter 9 Leo 

25 New moon 3 Virgo: heart of LION-- trigger recoil

27 sunset crescent, tail of Lion : second Bhairavi shift
momentary UTI SILENCE

28 SHE STRIKES AGAIN - until Sept 24, Fall Equinox

September

8 Lunar P in 3 Pisces : MANITOU

20 Lunar A 18 Leo / jupiter 15 Leo  hence, CONVERGE

24 New moon 2 Libra ; head of VIRGIN - Shodashi shift

24  lunar apogee comes out of stall 

October

November... 

***** NOTES

November  2014: Nasa scientists detect atmospheric shield at 720 miles, 
associated with the Van Allen Belts. The clip alleges that one Nasa scientist 
compared it to "the force fields used on Star Trek to repel alien weapons".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Put2IlKXkac

Note the confusion of the YT channel commentator: suggesting that the shield 
might indicate "alien help." No notion whatsoever that such a phenomenon 



could result from the planet protecting itself. 

Note the term "plasmasphere" : 
http://www.nanowerk.com/news2/space/newsid=38251.php

Infrasound: 
Russian nerd intel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX6nHUrL1Xs

YT clip on various sources and effects of infrasound in nature: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcDF0dHX9dU

Note at m 2:40 the explanation of the lion's roar, which is not to scare the prey, 
but stun it with infrasound. Note also that PAM's strike against the aliens was 
closley timed to the Bhairavi shift: LION. 

*****

These notes for November 2014 were added on March 5, 2015.
The preceding text of the "secret memo" was written in July 2014 and sent to 
three people. 



 

jll - july 2014 "Secret Memo"


